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Companion dogs experience stress in their owner’s absence. This is a normal reaction to some extent,
however, severe cases can cause behavioral problems. Due to the diverse manifestation of separation-related
behavioral problems, we can assume that different signs indicate different inner states. Recently we
established a model assuming that fearful dogs behave differently during separation than dogs that are more
prone to frustration.
In this experiment we tested 45 companion dogs in an indoor separation test and in four additional behavior
tests. Subjects were either assigned to the frustration tolerance tests or to the fearfulness tests. From each
type, one test was non-social and the other was social. We used PCA for the assessment of dogs’ behavior both
in the separation and the behavior tests.
Because of the limited time of this presentation, I only would like to highlight a few of the most interesting
results. Lets' see, whether the behavior of dogs in the asocial fearfulness test (where they were facing the
remote toy crane) shows associations with their response to the separation.
We found a negative association between staring at the crane and whining at the door. This means that those
dogs that were less afraid of the crane and gazed it a lot, are less likely showing fear reactions in the
separation test.
This was further supported by another result, where gazing at the crane showed negative association with
attempts to escape from the room during the separation test.
According to the results, depending on their behavior in the frustration or fear-eliciting tests, dogs behaved
differently from each other also in the separation test.
Our findings are the first that experimentally verify the possible motivational background of dogs’ reaction to
separation, which may be a relevant factor in the treatment or even the prevention of this behavioral problem.

